High speed multi-channel data acquisition technique for efficient hardware utilization using quad data rate approach
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Abstract

Data acquisition is the most demanding application for the acquisition and monitoring of various sensor signals. The data received are processed in real-time environment. This paper proposes a novel Data Acquisition (DAQ) technique for better resource utilization with less power consumption. Present work has designed and compared advanced Quad Data Rate (QDR) technique with traditional Dual Data Rate (DDR) technique in terms of resource utilization and power consumption of Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) hardware. Xilinx ISE is used to verify results of FPGA resource utilization by QDR with state of the art DDR approach. The paper ratifies that QDR technique outperforms traditional DDR technique in terms of FPGA resource utilization.
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1. Introduction

There are certain areas like high speed digital signal processing system, high speed image information conversion, real time processing system as well as radar, communications, chemical, military and medical industry which often requires number of analog signal to be synchronously sampled, so the collected data not only contains simulation signal frequency range of features but also keep the appropriate phase difference between different analog signals [1]. To fulfill the requirement of higher and higher accuracy and data rate, data acquisition systems have been developed [2]. Single channel or multichannel signals can be acquired by current data acquisition system. Nowadays, there are a lot of data acquisition systems, some are high-accuracy but not high-speed; some are high-speed but not high-accuracy [3]. This paper proposes a Quad Data Rate (QDR) technique for efficient data acquisition. The QDR effect is advantageous to deliver four bits of data per signal line per clock cycle. QDR is a communication technique where data are transmitted at four points (Two on the rising and falling edges and at two intermediate points between them) in the clock cycle. This intermediate points are defined by a second clock. The second clock is 90° out of phase from the first.

In a quad data rate system, the data lines operate at twice the frequency of the clock signal. This is in contrast to double data rate systems, in which the clock and data lines operate at the same frequency.

This paper is further organized as follows: The next section gives some brief background of researches related to the proposed technique. Section 3 describes the proposed methodology for QDR. The experimental results and discussions of the proposed approach are depicted in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are summarized in Section 5.

2. Literature analysis

Presently, various models are proposed targeting acquisition of data with objective of proper resource utilization of hardware.

2.1. DAQ methods

Data acquisition can be classified as Computer based, Microcontroller based and FPGA based. The computer based data acquisition system uses microprocessor for processing, storing and manipulating the data [1] [2] [4]. The method of embedded microcontroller system has advantages like cheaper cost, better performance and mobility; however fixed architecture is its biggest disadvantage. If any change is required in the system than whole system need to be changed [1] [2] [5] [6]. Last is reconfigurable FPGA. It can be easily understood from its name that it is reconfigurable onboard system. It becomes first choice for any developer because of its high performance and high capacity. It also fulfills all the requirement of data acquisition system like I/O, processing and storage capability [1] [2] [7] [8].

2.2. DAQ protocols

This section describes various protocols used in DAQ system like Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART), Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) and Inter-Integrated Circuit (IC): UART is a universal asynchronous receive or transmit protocol [1] [9]. To set the synchronized clock information into data stream,
various clock sources are used by sender and receiver [1] [9]. This protocol is used for data communications [1] [9]. SPI allows full duplex synchronous data communication [1] [10 - 12]. It is a synchronous data bus and allows communicating between multiple chips [1] [10 - 12]. SPI protocol has 7 bit address, 8 bit data and 1 bit command. In command instruction “1” indicates SPI write and “0” indicates SPI read. Length of data word is of 8 bits for write access. On receiving falling edge, data write command is given and on receiving rising edge, data read command is given [1] [10 - 12].

FC controller bus is a two wire, two direction serial bus [1] [10] [11]. It gives efficient techniques for data communication of short distance multiple devices. It provides better support for communication with slow on-board peripheral devices. It is an easy, low bandwidth, short distance protocol. Because of built in address, it is very easy when used to link multiple devices. Also it is half duplex synchronous interface [1] [11].

2.3. DAQ techniques

In timing diagram, clock signal is having its own importance. Based on type of clock signal whole circuitry takes actions. It is actually having variation between ‘0’ and ‘1’ state. At high frequency operation, clock frequency is having its own limitations. By using two edges of clock, the data signals operate with same clock frequency and data transmission rate is doubled. There are mainly three types of algorithms, Single Data Rate (SDR), DDR and QDR.

SDR is having one common data bus used for read and write action by using one clock [1]. It serves the purpose on rising edge of the signal. Advantage of SDR is that it is very easy to implement and complexity level of SDR is also very low [1]. In addition to that, bandwidth of SDR is lower than QDR. Maximum of one word of data can be transferred per clock cycle by using SDR [1].

DDR is also having one common bus as DDR [7]. It is used for read action as well as write action by using line clock [1] [2] [7] [13]. Data is transferred on both edges of the clock signal. DDR is most efficient when only one request type is frequently repeated [7]. DDR can be used for Ultra-3 SCSI, microprocessor front side busses, Graphics Accelerator [7]. At high frequency signal integrity limits clock frequency [7]. This can be considered as disadvantage of DDR [7].

QDR uses two different clocks. One is used for read action and another is used for write action, hence it has separate read and write data busses. Moreover it transfers data on both edges of clock signal. Thus it is definitely more efficient than DDR or SDR. Major use of QDR is in high speed communications and networking applications [14]. One thing must be noted that, even though in QDR two clocks are used in compare to DDR but speed is not doubled. Hence using QDR technique resources are less utilized still speed remains same [15].

Various parts of proposed system are as given in Fig. 1.

2.3.1. Command interface

It can be considered as main element of the system. Responsibilities like generation of necessary driving signals for the sensor are given to command Interface [16] [17]. In addition to that, it may be further used to generate clocks required by sensor and other interface, preparation of data for UART interface, Communication with sensor over SPI, Communication with PC or outer world over serial communication interface. Command interface is capable to communicate with data controller for transfer and storage of the data to Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) [18].

While communicating with command interface; acquisition module, SRAM and memory controller plays vital role [18]. Memory controller can be considered as a kind of bridge between SRAM and command interface. For writing and reading purposes, memory controller calculates addresses. P. Chauhan et al. [1] have used all above techniques. However, it uses traditional DDR technique.

All above techniques uses DDR for acquisition of data. This techniques leads to poor resource utilization. There is a need for proper resource utilization by not negotiating with power consumption. This paper proposes a QDR approach which not only solves the resource utilization problem but also maintains the power consumption.

3. System design

Handling data at high data rate and efficient storage mechanism using minimal resources is the main feature of data acquisition [15]. Functional blocks of proposed system are as given in Fig. 1. This chapter describes functionalities of each block present in the proposed system.

Memory controller are used to generate control signal for SRAM like read enable, write enable, DATA, ADDRESS, Control Enable (CE1), Control Enable (CE2) etc.

3.1. Word alignment

Transmitted signal is actually considered as a series of continuous bits. For receiver, it is very hard to identify between starting and ending bit of first word. Word alignment becomes key feature for such kind of problem. It properly identifies starting and ending bit of the word.

To identify starting and ending bit of the word, continuous pattern monitoring of word transmitted by sensor is necessary. By using SPI command this pattern can be calibrated. It might happen that sampled word is somewhat different than calibrated word. Shifting 1 bit of word can be done while sampling until desired word matches with calibrated word.

3.2. Bit alignment

The use of bit aligner is for placing the sampling point in proper region of stable data in acquisition system [1] [2] [7]. Anyone can sample data using bit aligner [1] [2]. Bit aligner serves its purpose by adding delay in input signal, so data channel moves corresponding clock signal [1] [2].

![Fig. 2: Bit Alignment](image)

One bit region contains two characteristics. One is transition region and another is stable region. Movement of clock from 0 to 1 indicates rising edge and movement of clock from 1 to 0 indicates falling edge. These two transition regions are unstable as shown in Fig. 2. Noise and jitter are the reason behind generation of such type of signal in clock. Data collected in unstable region leads to erroneous data sampling. It can be called as stable region if there is no transition in clock. To be assured for correct collected data, collection of data needs to be in stable region.

By calculating two unstable regions, stable regions are found. Between every pair of unstable transitions there is a stable region, so the technique suggests that sampling needs to be continuous for small regions until two regions are sampled.

3.3. FIFO buffer write

FIFO buffer is widely used to compensate the data rate mismatch between two devices [16].
The data rate of data acquisition is most of the times different than data storage rate in to SRAM [16]. So in such conditions FIFO buffer is used. Data needs to be reprocessed before it stored into SRAM in the case of multi-channel [1] [2].

4. Proposed algorithm

This research proposes technique to sample the data. As shown in Fig. 2 for data clock, sampling can be done at rising as well as falling edge.

FPGA cannot detect rising and falling edge together in single process. The proposed system rectifies this issue. Input clock is of 60 MHz as shown in Fig. 3. Now to sample the data on rising and falling edge of input signal clock, two different output clocks are generated. First clock is having half the frequency of input clock frequency. So from that clock, rising edge data will be received. Second clock frequency is also of half the input clock frequency but it is 90° shifted from the first clock. So it will receive data from falling edge of input clock. This is how rising and falling edge data from input clock is received by generating two different clocks.

In this algorithm there are four separate processes, one process works on rising edge of the normal_clock, second process works on falling edge of the normal_clock, third process works on rising edge of the shift_clock and last process works on falling edge of the shift_clock.

As shown in Fig. 4, there are six temporary buffers, four unsigned integer counters (i.e. two even counter and two odd counter) and one result vector. Data type of buffers and result are standard logic vector i.e. they will store the series of 0 or 1.

Fig. 4 describes the initialization of temporary buffers and counters. All the buffers are initialized with logical ‘0’ and two even counters and two odd counters are initialized by 0, 1, 2 and 3 respectively.

During first rising edge of clock D0 will be stored in TEMP_BUF1 and even counter will increase by 4. During first falling edge of clock, D2 will be stored in TEMP_BUF2 and even counter1 will increase by 4. During first falling edge of shift clock, D3 will be stored in TEMP_BUF3 and odd counter1 will increase by 4. These operation works until last bit D9 is stored. Final data word is stored into the RX_TEMP_DATA vector by having a logical OR operation between RX_TEMP_EVEN_DATA and RX_TEMP_ODD_DATA. Finally, result would be stored into the FIFO buffer in its respective place.

5. Experimental setup and result analysis

Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA board is used to make prototype of Data acquisition system. CYPRESS 2 M × 16 static RAM (SRAM) have been used for data storage. For designing purpose ISE 12.4 platform and VHDL have been used. CMOSIS CMV 4000 CMOS image sensor is used as data source. One DC power supply has been used to drive the whole system. For board to PC communication UART have been used with LabVIEW. The block diagram and experimental setup of the system are shown Fig. 1.
QDR. Also while considering number with an unused Flip-Flop QDR becomes more efficient than DDR. The number of full used Look up Table – Flip Flops (LUT-FF) pairs are also lesser in QDR than DDR. While discussing about number of LOCed IOBs, QDR and DDR are different. In the case of Number of RAMB8BWERs, Number of BUFI02/BUFI02_2CLKs and Number of BUFI02FB/BUFI02FB_2CLKs, DDR and QDR are same.

Table 1: Comparison of DDR and QDR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slice Logic Utilization</th>
<th>DDR Utilization</th>
<th>QDR Utilization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slice Registers (4)</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latches(4)</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slice Look Up Table (LUTs) (4)</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bonded Input Output Blocks (IOBs) (4)</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occupied Slices (4)</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, 1 indicates lower the better.

Normal Clock
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Shift Clock
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However when considering Number of RAMB16BWERs, QDR goes ahead of DDR. Now in Number of DCM/DCM_CLKGENs, DDR is higher than QDR. So QDR is efficient in this case. But when considering Number of PLL_ADVs, QDR is more than DDR. The reason behind this can be justified as to generate shift clocks, more PLL_ADVs are used.

Fig. 6 analyzes power consumed by DDR algorithm. While analyzing it has come to notice that total power consumed while using DDR algorithm is 0.2 watt. Total power consumed is divided in two types. One is dynamic and another is quiescent. Dynamic consumption is 0.112 watt and quiescent is 0.088 watt. The junction temperature is 33.5 °c while using DDR algorithm. Fig. 8 shows power analysis while using QDR algorithm. Total power consumed while using QDR algorithm 0.2 is Watt. So it is same as DDR algorithm power consumption. But dynamic consumption is 0.061 watt and quiescent consumption is 0.139 watt. The junction temperature is 33.5 °c, which is same as DDR algorithm.

![Device Utilization Summary of DDR and QDR]

Fig. 4: Algorithm Operation.
6. Conclusion

This paper proposes a novel method for efficient resource utilization and power consumption of FPGA. This work compares advanced Quad Data Rate (QDR) technique with traditional Dual Data Rate (DDR) technique. With the help of Xilinx IDE, results of FPGA resource utilization by QDR and DDR are discussed. The resource utilization parameters include LUTs, IOB, LUT-FF pairs, Flip-flops. It has been concluded that QDR technique is having more advantages as compared to traditional DDR technique in terms of FPGA resource utilization without compromising power consumption.
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